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Abstract:
I know about the top most secret matter of the militants. All militants are exceptional clone. The process of cloning will never be disclosed by the militants. Jinn and Fay (Fairy) is one kind of species. I have seen the Jinn and Fay (Fairy) many times. A some number of people have seen Jinn and Fairy (Fay). Jinn is male and Fay (Fairy) is female. Jinn Fay (Fairy) can take shape of any men. Then he/she can’t see in the light of day, and there are no teeth in the mouth, no nails in the fingers and toes. The thumb of the hand is one bone (phalanges). Then there are 204 bones in the whole body. They can speak like any human voice. Jinn and fairy have to do special training before becoming militant people. Then the clone creates the clone man in the factory. For this a few operations have to done. The first operation is to attach the teeth in mouth of the Jinn/Fairy. Then can’t change after attaching teeth. The second operation is to attach the collected human retina to the eye of the clone. The man-collected nails are then surgically attached to the fingers of the clone. With the help of the machine, the bones of the thumbs of both hands are made into two phalanges. Then number of bones stands at 206 pieces. This is how cloning is performed. Then it looks like human (Insun/Adam race). Realizing the opportunity, militants kills Adam (Insun man) and hide his death body. The clone came to house and occupied the place. This clone system makes militants. So their secret matter is violation of Human Rights. So all militants is not Adam /Insan race (Not Homo sapiens).

1. Introduction:
Militants are a serious threat to the human race. Their numbers are getting rise in different countries including our Bangladesh. But man does not know how it is getting rise. The only reason of it is the top most secrecy of the militants. This top most secrecy is an extreme violation of human rights. It has been the subject of my experience and research since long. All militants source is one. Militant is militant creation by birth

2. Description:
2.1.: There are many militants in our country. If man (Adam race) have the knowledge of this secrecy and informed about this secrecy would be description in public. No new militants could be developed. Their number shall be multiplying day by day as well as their manpower will be increased unless. We can uproot their source. Their very most secrecy is the “clone process” like man. They will never reveal this process of cloning. So human being needs to investigation and research in the matter of cloning of militants. This clone system needs to reveal the very secret, after finding out. 2.2. Militants can make clone like man in Bangladesh and other countries. This "exception cloning" process. The top most secrecy of the militants is to generate a man after some operation from Jinn/Fay (Fairy). So, the militants are not of the Adam’s (i.e. the best of the creations) genome. So, they do not have any love and kindness to man. Suddenly man (Adam) goes missing or lost, In most of the cases the militants/Jinn/Fairy conceal the body after killing, If kept by previous cloning, In that case the man comes back. Actually, a militant like the cloned man comes back. So, they exist in every level of the country from politicians, police, service holders, businessmen, rich, poor everywhere. In other words, the Jinn and the Fairy are cloned like human being. He who is cloned is a militant. Cloned people are united in whatever job or party they do. Some clones are active militants. So, Militants are not Homo sapiens.

2.3: I am fortunate enough that I have seen Jinn/Fairy for so many times. Few people have even seen the Jinn/Fairy. They are a kind of species. The Jinn’s are male Fairy's are female. They are very beautiful. They are the bodiless creatures. Long before the creation human (Homo sapiens), Jinn’s and Fay's(fairy) were created by the flame of fire by God. They have no wings but moving at night and cannot see well at daylight. Many Jinn’s/Fairy's live in certain houses where there is food, bath and study facilities. Here they spend childhood, adolescence and old age. Like other animals life, death, disease, happiness and sorrow exist in them. Their special abilities as given by nature are that they can take shape of any animal. Such as humans, cats, dogs, snake etc. When Jinn’s/ Fairy’s possess human body, they have no teeth in their mouths but they have gums. There are no nails on the hands and the toes. There is only one bone (Phalange) in the thumb of the hand. Then the total number of the bones in the body stands at 204. When the Jinn’s/Fairy's take the shape of human form, they cannot see in the light of day. This is because the amount of angle cells in the
retina of the eye cone cell's is very high and the amount of rod cells is very low. Fairies will not menstruate at any age. When a human takes shape, there is no line in the hand. The average life expectancy of the species is 90 to 100 years. They can speak like a human (Homo sapiens) voice. When they need, they stay in human body. They are very brave, revengeful and deceitful. They clone people showing various temptations. They have Muslim and Hindu communities. Many holy books also describe this species.

3. Training Period Before Becoming A Militant:

The Jinn and the Fairy target first will clone like a human (Homo sapiens). Then the Jinn/ Fairy starts to continues stay in the house of that person. All kinds of training are received there. For example, get to know family members and learn names, recognizing the names relatives, neighbors and get to know friend's and learn names. He will also learn how to call someone. They will learn how the targeted man speaks or behaves. If necessary, take pictures with the help other militant's. Then he will beat the militants in the factory. The Jinn and fairy, the man who will clone like man, if he studies, then he will study in the class or subject in their place. Many Jinn, Fairy keep to study. To clone like a human being, the Jinn/Fairy read's and writ’s, then studies in that class or subject in their gut. Or the person who clones like humans will learn the profession well. If a human being is a teacher, he will take training of how to teach. If he is a politician or a student leader, he will have to learn lecture/speech properly. The militant factory has all the arrangements. There are trainers to give all training to the Jinn/Fairy/militants. Their training period can range from three months to two years.

4. Clone System of Militant:

The Jinn’s/Fairy’s/ militants perform the act of cloning in their clone factory. They take the shape of a human being for whom they have taken training. The person who will clone, his body height, weight, hair style etc. are exactly the same shape. the voice that will clone like a human being. Then an anesthesia physician makes him unconscious. The teeth are already collected earlier. Militant dentist attaches a single tooth in the gums of a human-shaped Jinn/Fairy mouth. In this way the incisor, canine, pre-molar and molar connects the teeth, the way Adam is decorated in man. One by one incisor, canine, premolar and molar teeth are set just as boy /girl (Adam/ Insan) is equipped. After the teeth have been set, the Jinn’s/Fairy's can no longer disappear or take another shape. After a short recovery, he underwent eye surgery, it is 2nd operation. This operation is, the retina of the clone is removed. The retina of the pre-collected human retina is placed in the eye of the clone. So that they can see in day light. There are militant eye specialist for this operation. Then 3rd operation, human nails are attach do the toes of the clone hands. Previously collected nails. Then 4th operation, The using a machine, the militant orthopedic doctor his breaks the bones of the two hands thumb into two bones (phalanges). At that time there are bone 206 in the body. This orthopedic machine is costly. It is only use militants orthopedic doctor. If there are any stains on the human body, then the clone can have such stain on the body, such as vaccine stains. Militant palmistry can give any type of hand line. During their operations, the cloned patient is given saline, injection, antibiotic and liquid food. It takes 2 to 4 months to complete these operations and get fully healed. To clone like a man with beard, moustache, they inject the hormone so that the moustache and beard grow quickly.

The Militants, who have cloned the man (boy or girl), kill the man in a highly planned manner at the place of advantage. Then the body disappeared. If there is any chance, the killer picks up the man’s teeth, eyes and nails and sends them to the clone factory. They do not even give a burial properly when they are killed. There are Hindus among the Jinn’s/Fairy's(Fay). In case of cloning any Hindu, the shape of the clone is not burning after killing the human being but hidden underground.

5. En Example:

5.1: For example, Ershad Shikdar Sharna Kamol house in Khulna was a clone factory. Here people were killed and teeth, eyes and nails, were removed, corpses were hidden. So the skeletons of thousands of people can be found there. Police there recovered many human teeth, many nails and human eyes from the fridge and various instruments of the human cloning process. But the mystery of the cloning was unknown.

5.2: As I know about the clones of the most secretive militants, they have cloned the eldest son the king of Jinn’s just like me. So the militants tried many times to kill me. But by the grace of God I am saved. Currently, militants can kill me any time. If they can hide me after the assassination the son of the king of Jinn’s (the clone) will come to my place. Then he become rich in future.

5.3. There are some Jinn/ militants who can read the verses of the Holy book (Quran, Bibell, Gitta) in reverse. If they feed a man sweets or water by making such a blasphemy, he can never tell about their secret clone. People who have consumed water or sweets or chocolates of the militants/ Jinn’s/Fay's, they will not be able to tell anything about can't take care of clones. That is, he can't talk about this human clone.

6. Result:

(The process of carrying out the investigation and research)

* All militant are clone men (were Jinn/Fairy). To know this, you have to examine the thumbs bone of the hands (Phalanges). Orthopedic doctor the thumbs bone will be seen broken.
* If female are clone/ militants there will be no menstruation of them in life.
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* If the eye specialist doctor test, it will be known that their two eyes are retina grafted by surgery to see in the day light.
* It will be known from the DNA test of the militant persons that they will have no match with their present parents or will not have any match with the DNA of their brother-sisters.
* If tested by human dentist doctor, it will be known that all the teeth of militants were fitted permanently in mouth.
* The teeth of many militant persons were manufactured with the stones, then these have been fitted in the mouth.
* Many militants can’t write by holding normal pen because this thumb bone is broken.
* Militant nails DNA is not matching with body’s DNA
* His teeth DNA is not matching with body’s DNA.
* His retina DNA is not matching with body’s DNA

7. Generation:

* Jinn marries the Fairy there generation will be Jinn/Fairy.
* Militant (cloned male) can marry the Fairy and the progeny will be Jinn/Fairy.
* If clone militant (clone male), marries the militant (clone female) the offspring will be human baby.
* Human male (Adam. Insan race), cannot ever marry the Fay(Fairy).
* Human male (Adam. Insan race), can’t never marry the female militant /clone female.
* Militant /clone female, can only marry the clone/ militant male.
* Militant /clone male, can marry the human female (Adam. Insan race).

8. Conclusion:

In this way Adam (Human) race is killing and hidden by militants/Jinn/Fay(Fairy). The arrival of new clones are increasing the number of militants. Which is totally un known to human being. Please investigation and research this exceptional clone system. Then protect the Human Rights and will be resist the creation of new militants.
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